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Riis works at the prise system at the customer organisation which includes solvCenter for Applied ICT, Copenhagen Business School, Den- ing problems, offering related and required knowledge, assistmark. His research interests are the development and the ing with configuration, and deriving value from the enterprise
quality of Enterprise systems.
system package [7]. The implementation consultants performAbstract. XYZ Company routinely faced penalties imposed by the United
ing these services are thus an important part of the ecosystem,
States Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for non-compliance in depositing federal
and previous research suggests that having competent implewithholding taxes related to the managed benefits plans for its clients. Since the
mentation consultants is among the critical success factors for
rules for depositing the federal taxes were complex and differed between the
successful implementation of enterprise systems [8, 9].
benefits plans, it was common for XYZ Company to accrue penalties imposed
Furthermore, the inter-linked nature of ecosystems suggests
by the IRS. Desiring to eliminate penalties by complying 100% with the IRS
This paper presents an emerging theory of version transi- that the success of adoption of innovations in the ecosystems
guidelines, XYZ Company considered various solutions. Finally, XYZ Compationing from an old to a new version of a pre-packaged en- is dependent on adoption of all actors in the ecosystem rather
ny implemented a Robotic Process Automation (RPA) solution using the open
terprise system among consultant companies in a software than adoption at any single actor [4]. Previous research has adsource tool—taskt—to achieve 100% compliance in depositing federal withecosystem. The emerging theory proposes the key catego- dressed multiple perspectives of enterprise software ecosysholding taxes and eliminate penalties. Discussion of solution improvements, reries of Perceiving, Pushing, Implementing, and Increased tems, including the motivation for forming the partnerships
flection and next steps, technical challenges, lessons learned, and design sciexperience as stages in the transition process, and the cate- [2], coupling and control [5, 10], value creation [6], and comence retrospective is provided.
gories of Technology impact, Supplier impact, Customer im- petitive advantage [11; Anonymous, 2011].
pact, Strategy impact, and Market impact as key contextual
However, not much research has addressed the process of
categories impacting the transition
The emerging
of new versions of enterprise systems packages reKeywords:process.
Robotic Process,
Automation,adoption
Case Study.
theory proposes an iterative nature of the transition process leased by the vendor into the ecosystems, which precedes the
in which each stage in the process is undergone multiple implementation of enterprise systems in customer organisatimes by the consultant
The integration of the tions. Therefore, this paper investigates the transition to a new
1 companies.
Introduction
emerging theory with existing adoption and diffusion theo- version of a pre-packaged enterprise system in an ecosystem
ries provides an initial
step towards
formal theory
of verof a large
softwaremomentum
vendor for within
the purpose
Robotic
Process aAutomation
(RPA)
has gained
considerable
or- of uncovering the
sion transitioning in software
ecosystems.
paths in competing
the transition
process from
the perspective of the imganizational
practice in recent times. Organizations
in multiple
industries
plementation consultants.
have experimented with or implemented RPA solutions to address time-consuming,
The paper is structured as follows: 1) background presentarepetitive, and error-prone manual processestion
in order
to increase productivity, mini1. Introduction
of the research setting; 2) methodology of the research;
mize
costs,
and
enhance
customer
service
[1].
Many
commercial
vendors
open- theory in the context
While early implementations of enterprise systems in the 3) the emerging theory;
4) the and
emerging
source
communities
provide
RPA
tools
such
as
Blue
Prism,
Automation
Anywhere,
‘80s and ‘90s relied on development by a software vendor to of the research; 5) discussion of the findings and theoretical
UiPath,pre-packaged
TagUI, and RPA
Expresssystems
[2].
fit the individual company,
enterprise
integration; 6) conclusions; and 7) implications for practice and
RPA
is
capable
of
handling
both
activities
(e.g., customer-facing, supplierhave now become dominant within the past decade [1]. Inexternal
tan- future
research.
dem, the delivery model
of enterprise
systems
is increasingly
facing)
and internal
activities
(e.g., back-office functions, cross-functional communievolving from two-party
(vendor-customer)
configurations
to organizations [3]. Since business processes
cations,
intra-departmental
tasks) within
2. Background of the research setting
loosely coupled networks
[2], also referred
as software
eco-are unique to organizations and the systems
are structured
sets of to
work
activity that
systems [3].
The enterprise
system
in the
study is a major global
used to enable such processes are custom-designed
or customized
forvendor
contexts,
there
These ecosystems typically consist of a vendor, also referred player in the market for enterprise systems. The vendor folis considerable variability in business processes across organizations. Consequently,
to as a keystone [4] or a hub [5], which develops the core of the lowed the consolidation of the enterprise systems market
RPA implementations for similar business processes are also idiosyncratic to the proenterprise system, and a number of partners, also referred to as in the early 2000’s [12] and acquired a number of enterprise
cesses,
systems,
and organizations.
Despite the
abundance
of practice
reports
on RPA of systems primarily
niche players [4], or spokes
[5],
who deliver
a range of products
system
solutions
resulting
in a portfolio
implementations
available
in
the
public
domain,
the
details
of
RPA
implementations
and services complementing the core system delivered by the targeted at small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The vendor
vendor [6]. Among the services delivered by the players in an releases a new major version of its enterprise systems approx.
ecosystem is consultancy on the implementation of the enter- every 2-3 years, and so-called service packs with bug fixes and
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are rarely made available for public consumption due to potential violations in intellectual property rights and competitive advantage.
This paper describes a case study of an RPA solution developed for an organization that administers employee benefit plans in the United States. The case study is
the result of a year-long engagement with the organization to identify and develop an
RPA solution to: a) address challenges and delays in depositing federal withholding
Philip Holst Riis taxes accurately and on time, and b) eliminate penalties for non-compliance that are
otherwise accrued.
Ph.d. stipendiat Phillip Holst Riis works at the

prise system at the customer organisation which includes solv-

Robotic
Process
Automation
Center 2
for Applied
ICT, Copenhagen
Business
School, Den- ing problems, offering related and required knowledge, assistmark. His research interests are the development and the ing with configuration, and deriving value from the enterprise
quality RPA
of Enterprise
systems. solution that uses “bots”—i.e.,
systemsoftware
packageconfigured
[7]. The implementation
is a software
to handle spe- consultants perform-

ing thesebusiness
servicesprocesses
are thus an
important
cific work previously done by humans—to automate
[4].
It strivespart of the ecosystem,
and previous
suggests
thatsame
having competent impleto mimic how humans may complete activities
in digitalresearch
processes
using the
mentation
consultants
is
among
the
critical success factors for
systems and user interfaces [5]. Bots are able to extract data from multiple sources,
successful implementation of enterprise systems [8, 9].
process such data using well-defined rules, and generate desired output that may be
Furthermore, the inter-linked nature of ecosystems suggests
directed to other systems. By performing routine, rules-based service processes that
This paper presents an emerging theory of version transi- that the success of adoption of innovations in the ecosystems
lead
to deterministic
[6], bots
complement
employees
that
tioning from an old to
a new
version of aoutcomes
pre-packaged
en-can is
dependenthuman
on adoption
of allsuch
actors
in the ecosystem rather
human-robot
teams
may
eventually
yield
significant
benefits
such
as
reductions
in
terprise system among consultant companies in a software than adoption at any single actor [4]. Previous
research has adhumantheory
error and
staffing the
costskey
[7].catego- dressed multiple perspectives of enterprise software ecosysecosystem. The emerging
proposes
RPA solutions
offer considerable
advantages
since
they arethe
essentially
middleware
ries of Perceiving, Pushing,
Implementing,
and Increased
tems,
including
motivation
for forming the partnerships
experience as stagessystems
in the transition
process, and
the cate- without
[2], coupling
control enterprise
[5, 10], value
that are configured
or developed
altering and
the existing
plat-creation [6], and comgories of Technologyforms
impact,
impact,
Customer
im- petitive
advantageRPA
[11; Anonymous,
2011].
andSupplier
applications
within
the implementing
organization.
aims to use softpact, Strategy impact,
andtoMarket
impact
contextual
However, not
much
research resource
has addressed the process of
ware
manipulate
dataasinkey
existing
enterprise applications
such
as enterprise
categories impactingplanning
the transition
process.or
The
emerging
adoption
of new versions
of enterprise
(ERP) systems
Customer
Relationship
Management
(CRM)
systems as systems packages retheory proposes an iterative
nature
of
the
transition
process
leased
by
the
vendor
into
the
ecosystems,
human employees may typically do and implement partially- or fully- automated
sys- which precedes the
in which each stage in the process is undergone multiple implementation of enterprise systems in customer organisatems to handle routine and time-consuming tasks [8]. Partial automation (also known
times by the consultant companies. The integration of the tions. Therefore, this paper investigates the transition to a new
as attended automation) requires a human to interact with the bots to complete the
emerging theory with existing adoption and diffusion theo- version of a pre-packaged enterprise system in an ecosystem
tasks
whereas
fullaautomation
(alsoofknown
automation)
may
ries provides an initial
step
towards
formal theory
ver- asofunattended
a large software
vendor
fornot
therequire
purpose of uncovering the
human
intervention
since
the
bots
automatically
trigger
the
necessary
actions
to mimsion transitioning in software ecosystems.
paths in the transition process from
the perspective of the imic human behavior relating to the tasks.
plementation consultants.
Since the basic premise of RPA is to supplement
human
interventions
bots,1)itbackground presentaThe paper
is structured
as with
follows:
1. Introduction
tion of the
research
setting;
2) methodology of the research;
can be applied to any domain within organizations.
Porter’s
value
chain [9]—which
While early implementations
enterprise systems
in into
the primary
3) the emerging
4) the emerging
categorizes of
organizational
activities
activities theory;
(i.e., inbound
logistics, theory in the context
‘80s and ‘90s relied on
development
by a software
to and
of the
research;
5) discussion
of the acfindings and theoretical
operations,
outbound
logistics, vendor
marketing
sales,
and service)
and secondary
fit the individual company,
pre-packaged
enterprise
systems
integration;
6)
conclusions;
and
7)
implications
for practice and
tivities (i.e., procurement, human resource management, technological development,
have now become dominant within the past decade [1]. In tan- future research.
and infrastructure)—provides a useful lens by which to assess the extent to which
dem, the delivery model of enterprise systems is increasingly
RPA solutions can be adopted and implemented for organizational operations. Based
evolving from two-party (vendor-customer) configurations to
2. Background of the research setting
on an[2],
illustrative
set oftoRPA
exemplars
loosely coupled networks
also referred
as software
eco-reported by practice (the details of which are
available
in
Appendix
A),
Figure
1
shows
the
many
ways in which
RPA
solutions
canstudy is a major global
systems [3].
The enterprise
system
vendor
in the
be
gainfully
adopted
by
organizations.
These ecosystems typically consist of a vendor, also referred player in the market for enterprise systems. The vendor folOrganizations
may reap the
several
a result
RPA solutionsofincluding
reto as a keystone [4] or a hub
[5], which develops
core benefits
of the as
lowed
theofconsolidation
the enterprise
systems market
in of
processing
times,
increases
in acquired
compliance
enterprise system, andductions
a number
partners, also
referred
to asin productivity,
in the early improvement
2000’s [12] and
a number of enterprise
niche players [4], or spokes
who deliver ainrange
of products
system solutions
resulting
in a portfolio
levels,[5],
improvements
data accuracy,
and reductions
in cost [1].
An analysis
of prior of systems primarily
and services complementing the core system delivered by the
vendor [6]. Among the services delivered by the players in an
ecosystem is consultancy on the implementation of the enter-

targeted at small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The vendor
releases a new major version of its enterprise systems approx.
every 2-3 years, and so-called service packs with bug fixes and
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academic and practice literature demonstrates the potential and realized benefits of
RPA within organizations, as shown in Table 1.

Philip Holst Riis
Ph.d. stipendiat Phillip Holst Riis works at the

prise system at the customer organisation which includes solving problems, offering related and required knowledge, assisting with configuration, and deriving value from the enterprise
system package [7]. The implementation consultants performing these services are thus an important part of the ecosystem,
and previous research suggests that having competent implementation consultants is among the critical success factors for
successful implementation of enterprise systems [8, 9].
Furthermore, the inter-linked nature of ecosystems suggests
This paper presents an emerging theory of version transi- that the success of adoption of innovations in the ecosystems
tioning from an old to a new version of a pre-packaged en- is dependent on adoption of all actors in the ecosystem rather
Fig.consultant
1. Porter’s Value
Chain and
RPA than
Implementations
terprise system among
companies
inIllustrative
a software
adoption at any single actor [4]. Previous research has adecosystem. The emerging theory proposes the key catego- dressed multiple perspectives of enterprise software ecosysries of Perceiving, Pushing, Implementing, and Increased
tems,
including the motivation for forming the partnerships
Table 1. Benefits
of RPA
experience as stages in the transition process, and the cate- [2], coupling and control [5, 10], value creation [6], and comStudy Supplier
Reduction
in Increases
in imImprovement
Improvements
Reduction 2011].
gories of Technology impact,
impact,
Customer
petitive advantage
[11; Anonymous,
processing
productivity
in
compliance
in
data
accuracy
in cost has addressed the process of
pact, Strategy impact, and Market impact as key contextual
However, not much research
times process. The emerging
levelsadoption of new versions of enterprise systems packages recategories impacting the transition
theory proposes an iterative
[4] naturexof the transition process leased by thexvendor into thexecosystems, which precedes the
in which each stage in the process is undergone multiple implementation of enterprise systems in customer organisa[10]
x
x
x
times by the consultant companies. The integration of the tions. Therefore, this paper investigates the transition to a new
[8]
x
emerging theory with existing
adoption and diffusion
theo- version of a pre-packaged enterprise system in an ecosystem
ries provides an initial step
of ver- of a large software vendor for
[11] towards a formal theory
x
x the purpose of uncovering the
sion transitioning in software
ecosystems.
paths
in
the
transition
process
[12]
x
x
x
x from the perspective of the implementation consultants.
[13]
x
x The paper is structured as xfollows: 1) background presenta1. Introduction
[14]
x
x
tion of the research
setting; 2) methodology of the research;
While early implementations
of enterprise systems in the 3) the emerging theory; 4) the
[15]
x emerging theory in the context
‘80s and ‘90s relied on development by a software vendor to of the research; 5) discussion of the findings and theoretical
[16]
x
x
x
fit the individual company, pre-packaged enterprise systems integration; 6) conclusions; and 7) implications for practice and
[17]
x
x
x
x
have now become dominant within the past decade [1]. In tan- future research.
dem, the delivery model [18]
of enterprise
x systems is increasingly
evolving from two-party (vendor-customer) configurations to
2. Background of the research setting
loosely coupled networks [2], also referred to as software ecoAs
RPA
matures
and
standards
evolve,
it
holdsenterprise
much promise
organizations
systems [3].
The
systemfor
vendor
in the study is a major global
that
strive
automate
tedious,
time-consuming,
and
error-prone
tasks.
Currently,
These ecosystems typically consist of a vendor, also referred player in the market for enterpriseRPA
systems. The vendor folsuch
business
without
much technicalofexpertise
can
to as a keystone [4] or platforms
a hub [5], have
whichevolved
develops
thethat
core
of the users
lowed
the consolidation
the enterprise
systems market
RPAofbots
[19] without
any code
cross-platform
[20].
enterprise system, andcreate
a number
partners,
also referred
to as forin rapid
the early
2000’s [12]deployment
and acquired
a number of enterprise
There[5],
is awho
general
consensus
RPA robotssystem
are heresolutions
to stay and
are powerful
as they of systems primarily
niche players [4], or spokes
deliver
a rangethat
of products
resulting
in a portfolio
and services complementing the core system delivered by the targeted at small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The vendor
vendor [6]. Among the services delivered by the players in an releases a new major version of its enterprise systems approx.
ecosystem is consultancy on the implementation of the enter- every 2-3 years, and so-called service packs with bug fixes and
Center for Applied ICT, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark. His research interests are the development and the
quality of Enterprise systems.
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never sleep or make mistakes [21], enable organizations to streamline processes and
improve customer service while reducing costs [22], and provide strategic value for
business automation [23].

3

Case Study

Philip Holst Riis

XYZ Company—a pseudonym to protect the organization’s anonymity—administers
multi-employer Taft-Hartley benefits plans for employees in both union and nongroups.
One Holst
of its Riis
fiduciary
is to at
deposit
federal organisation
income tax which includes solvworks responsibilities
at the prise system
the customer
Ph.d. union
stipendiat
Phillip
each fund
accurately
timely
manner.
Center withholding
for Applied ICT, for
Copenhagen
Business
School, and
Den-in aing
problems,
offering related and required knowledge, assistmark. His research
interests are
development
The guidelines
forthedepositing
theandtaxthemonies
are complex
and governed
by Publiing with
configuration,
and deriving
value from the enterprise
quality cation
of Enterprise
systems.
system
The implementation
15 of
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
andpackage
may be [7].
updated
every tax year. consultants performing theseorservices
are thusdepositor
an important
Depositors are considered either a monthly depositor
a semi-weekly
for apart of the ecosystem,
and previous
research suggests
having competent implecalendar year based on an annual determination
of the aggregate
amount that
of taxes
mentation
consultants
is
among
the
critical success factors for
reported on the original return filings during the employer’s "lookback period." The
successful implementation of enterprise systems [8, 9].
lookback period for each calendar year is the twelve-month period ending the precedFurthermore, the inter-linked nature of ecosystems suggests
ing June 30. Under the monthly rule, each month’s taxes are required to be deposited
This paper presents an emerging theory of version transi- that the success of adoption of innovations in the ecosystems
onaornew
before
the 15th
of the following
If the 15th
of the following
month
tioning from an old to
version
of aday
pre-packaged
en- month.
is dependent
on adoption
of all actors
in the ecosystem rather
falls
on
a
Saturday,
Sunday,
or
a
legal
holiday,
the
employer
will
have
until
the
terprise system among consultant companies in a software than adoption at any single actor [4].next
Previous research has adbusiness
day to
make a timely
deposit.
If andressed
employer
reportedperspectives
employmentoftaxes
of
ecosystem. The emerging
theory
proposes
the key
categomultiple
enterprise
software ecosysmore thanImplementing,
$50,000 during and
the lookback
period,
the including
employer isthe
a semi-weekly
deposiries of Perceiving, Pushing,
Increased
tems,
motivation for
forming the partnerships
experience as stagestor
in the
process,
andsemi-weekly
the cate- [2],
and
control
[5, 10],
valueiscreation [6], and comand transition
must deposit
using the
rule.coupling
Under this
rule,
the day
a deposit
gories of Technologydue
impact,
Supplier by
impact,
Customer
im- petitive
advantage
2011].
is determined
the day
of the payroll:
a) The deposit
for a[11;
payAnonymous,
day of Wednespact, Strategy impact,
and
Market impact
as keymust
contextual
notfollowing
much research
has addressed
the process of
day,
Thursday,
and/or Friday
be made on However,
or before the
Wednesday,
b)
categories impactingThe
thedeposit
transition
adoption
of new
versions
of enterprise
for aprocess.
pay dayThe
of emerging
Saturday, Sunday,
Monday,
and/or
Tuesday
must be systems packages retheory proposes an iterative
of the
processandleased
the vendorrule
intodoesn’t
the ecosystems,
made onnature
or before
the transition
following Friday,
c) Theby
semi-weekly
require which precedes the
in which each stage in the process is undergone multiple implementation of enterprise systems in customer organisaan employer to make deposits twice a week (semi-weekly); rather, the deposits are
times by the consultant companies. The integration of the tions. Therefore, this paper investigates the transition to a new
due based on a schedule which divides the calendar week into two (semi-weekly)
emerging theory with existing adoption and diffusion theo- version of a pre-packaged enterprise system in an ecosystem
sections.
Further,aifformal
the taxtheory
reachesof$100,000
a deposit
must of uncovering the
ries provides an initial
step towards
ver- ofora more
large within
software
vendorperiod,
for theitpurpose
be
deposited
in
time
to
settle
on
the
next
business
day
for
either
the
monthly
or
semision transitioning in software ecosystems.
paths in the transition process from the perspective of the imweekly depositor.
plementation consultants.
The IRS hands out severe failure-to-depositThe
(FTD)
penalties
for taxasamounts
paper
is structured
follows: that
1) background presenta1. Introduction
of the
2) the
methodology
of the research;
were not deposited properly or on time. The tion
penalties
areresearch
assessedsetting;
based on
numWhile early implementations
of enterprise
systems
in starting
the 3)from
the emerging
theory;
the emerging
ber of calendar
days a deposit
is late
the due date
of the4)deposit.
These theory in the context
‘80s and ‘90s relied on
development
software
vendor
5) discussion
of c)
the10%
findings and theoretical
rates
are: a) 2% by
for adeposits
1 to
5 daystolate,ofb)the
5%research;
for deposits
6 to 15 late,
fit the individual company,
pre-packaged
enterprise
systems
integration;
6)
conclusions;
and
7)
implications
for practice and
for deposits more than 15 days late, and d) 15% for all other amounts.
have now become dominant within the past decade [1]. In tan- future research.
During the period 2016-17, XYZ Company was slapped with approximately
dem, the delivery model of enterprise systems is increasingly
$118,000 in penalties—actual numbers and not fictionalized—across all its client
evolving from two-party (vendor-customer) configurations to
2. Background
ofwas
the research
setting
funds[2],
byalso
the IRS.
While
deposit
rulesecoare defined,
the process
purely manual
and
loosely coupled networks
referred
to as
software
the
responsibility
of
a
single
person
in
the
accounting
function.
The
manual
process
systems [3].
The enterprise system vendor in the study is a major global
led to errors
in the
period,
deadlines
for deposits,
and deposit
amounts. The
These ecosystems typically
consist
of alookback
vendor, also
referred
player
in the market
for enterprise
systems. The vendor folindividual
during the
twice because
of turnover, of
which
to as a keystone [4] orspecific
a hub [5],
which develops
the year
core changed
of the lowed
the consolidation
the further
enterprise systems market
the
situation.
enterprise system, andexacerbated
a number of
partners,
also referred to as in the early 2000’s [12] and acquired a number of enterprise
niche players [4], or spokes [5], who deliver a range of products
and services complementing the core system delivered by the
vendor [6]. Among the services delivered by the players in an
ecosystem is consultancy on the implementation of the enter-

system solutions resulting in a portfolio of systems primarily
targeted at small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The vendor
releases a new major version of its enterprise systems approx.
every 2-3 years, and so-called service packs with bug fixes and
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In May 2018, XYZ Company initiated project internally called the “100% Compliance Project” to ensure that penalties from IRS will never accrue again. The compliance project eventually incorporated Robotic Process Automation to achieve 100%
compliance and eliminate IRS penalties.
For XYZ Company, the compliance project began with the installation of a 3person project team to develop an understanding of the process maps, rules, reconciliPhilip Holst Riis ation steps, interface mechanisms with the IRS, and potential solutions. There existed
no process understanding of the sequence of steps to make a payment, record it for
reporting and auditing purposes, exception reporting, and incorporating it into operaworks to
at the
prise system
the
customer
organisation
Ph.d. tional
stipendiat
Phillip
Holst
metrics
which
XYZRiis
reports
its clients.
While at
any
losses
are absorbed
by which includes solvCenter for
Applied
ICT, Copenhagen
Businesscan
School,
Dening problems,
offeringto
related
and required
XYZ,
reports
of these losses
easily
influence
client migration
competitors.
As knowledge, assistmark. His research interests are the development and the ing with configuration, and deriving value from the enterprise
discussions started about how these payments are executed; the term “IRS payment
quality of Enterprise systems.
systemitpackage
[7]. The
process” was never considered to be a “process;”
was simply
oneimplementation
individual’s re- consultants performing these services are thus an important part of the ecosystem,
sponsibility.
and previous research suggests that having competent impleThe 3-person team did not have any process maps to rely on. The sole individual
mentation consultants is among the critical success factors for
who had the responsibility of making deposits
had left the
company and of
poor
internal systems [8, 9].
successful
implementation
enterprise
records did not help in understanding how payments
had
been
completed.
The
first
Furthermore, the inter-linked nature
of ecosystems suggests
the team
was toofreview
detail that
of IRS
15 and
each individual
rule
This paper presentstask
an for
emerging
theory
versioneach
transithePUB
success
of adoption
of innovations
in the ecosystems
and
develop
a common
understandingenof each
rule in detail.
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• The process had to be automated and managed and the end of the process under
consideration for improvement was established as successful payment and sync of
log data of completed payments being written back into the internal system of
XYZ.

Interfacing with the IRS proved to be a challenge. The IRS requires the payments
to be completed by Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) through a free software [24]
Philip Holst Riis
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A tentative forecast was established as shown in Table 2. The team believed that
these costs would apply for any of the commercial off-the-shelf products. There was
uncertainty in this budget: How many bots would be required? While the team estimated two; it seemed that there was no good way to ascertain this? And, how many
work hours would be required? Given the high cost of each bot; the team had to be
careful in the planning phase and chose the product which provided flexibility and
Philip Holst Riis permitted them to make mistakes and learn from them at minimal costs.

Table 2. Project Cost Estimates
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to a person using the web-interface in that the bot executes the various steps one
screen at a time (login, import, submit, sync) using keyboard, mouse, and cursor control actions, but executed by the bot. The bot continues to watch for any error messages and takes appropriate action. If it receives a standard error message, the bot takes
action to correct and resubmit the payment; if the error message is new (in rare instances), the bot reports the error to the technical team. The bot obtains the sync inPhilip Holst Riis formation from EFTPS and records it in an internal system for verification by senior
executives or decision-makers later. (Note: The system uses a few different temporary
folders P1.1 through P1.4 during the intermediate steps.)
Ph.d. stipendiat Phillip Holst Riis works at the

prise system at the customer organisation which includes solving problems, offering related and required knowledge, assisting with configuration, and deriving value from the enterprise
system package [7]. The implementation consultants performing these services are thus an important part of the ecosystem,
and previous research suggests that having competent implementation consultants is among the critical success factors for
successful implementation of enterprise systems [8, 9].
Furthermore, the inter-linked nature of ecosystems suggests
This paper presents an emerging theory of version transi- that the success of adoption of innovations in the ecosystems
tioning from an old to a new version of a pre-packaged en- is dependent on adoption of all actors in the ecosystem rather
terprise system among consultant companies in a software than adoption at any single actor [4]. Previous research has adecosystem. The emerging theory proposes the key catego- dressed multiple perspectives of enterprise software ecosysries of Perceiving, Pushing, Implementing, and Increased tems, including the motivation for forming the partnerships
experience as stages in the transition process, and the cate- [2], coupling and control [5, 10], value creation [6], and comgories of Technology impact, Supplier impact, Customer im- petitive advantage [11; Anonymous, 2011].
pact, Strategy impact, and Market impact as key contextual
However, not much research has addressed the process of
categories impacting the transition process. The emerging adoption of new versions of enterprise systems packages reFig. 2. Role of RPA in the IRS Payments Process
theory proposes an iterative nature of the transition process leased by the vendor into the ecosystems, which precedes the
in which each stage in the process is undergone multiple implementation of enterprise systems in customer organisatimes by the consultant companies. The integration of the tions. Therefore, this paper investigates the transition to a new
emerging theory with existing adoption and diffusion theo- version of a pre-packaged enterprise system in an ecosystem
ries provides an initial step towards a formal theory of ver- of a large software vendor for the purpose of uncovering the
sion transitioning in software ecosystems.
paths in the transition process from the perspective of the implementation consultants.
The paper is structured as follows: 1) background presenta1. Introduction
tion of the research setting; 2) methodology of the research;
While early implementations of enterprise systems in the 3) the emerging theory; 4) the emerging theory in the context
‘80s and ‘90s relied on development by a software vendor to of the research; 5) discussion of the findings and theoretical
fit the individual company, pre-packaged enterprise systems integration; 6) conclusions; and 7) implications for practice and
have now become dominant within the past decade [1]. In tan- future research.
dem, the delivery model of enterprise systems is increasingly
evolving from two-party (vendor-customer) configurations to
2. Background of the research setting
loosely coupled networks [2], also referred to as software ecosystems [3].
The enterprise system vendor in the study is a major global
These ecosystems typically consist of a vendor, also referred player in the market for enterprise systems. The vendor folto as a keystone [4] or a hub [5], which develops the core of the lowed the consolidation of the enterprise systems market
enterprise system, and a number of partners, also referred to as in the early 2000’s [12] and acquired a number of enterprise
Fig. 3.[5],
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Process
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Payments
niche players [4], or spokes
who
deliver
range
of products system solutions resulting in a portfolio of systems primarily
and services complementing the core system delivered by the targeted at small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The vendor
vendor [6]. Among the services delivered by the players in an releases a new major version of its enterprise systems approx.
ecosystem is consultancy on the implementation of the enter- every 2-3 years, and so-called service packs with bug fixes and
Center for Applied ICT, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark. His research interests are the development and the
quality of Enterprise systems.
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The “100% Compliance Project” has been a success for the XYZ Company since it
has been able to correctly make payments to the IRS without incurring penalties. It
has also been successful in demonstrating to the executive team and the operational
team further applications of bots which can add efficiency to the organization.

Philip Holst Riis

4

Discussion

4.1

RPA Solution Improvements

Ph.d. stipendiat Phillip Holst Riis works at the

prise system at the customer organisation which includes solv-

The RPA implementation has been improved over time. Each step of the bot activities
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paths in the transition process from the perspective of the implementation consultants.
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The paper is structured as follows: 1) background presenta1. Introduction
tion
of
the
research
setting;Status
2) methodology of the research;
Fund
Time Period
Withholding
IRS
Due
Scheduled
While early implementations of enterprise systems in the 3) theDate
emerging Date
theory; 4) the emerging theory in the context
‘80s and ‘90s relied on development by a software vendor to of the research; 5) discussion of the findings and theoretical
QWA 12/29/19 to 12/31/19
$11,203.37
1/3/20
1/2/20
Compliant
fit the individual company, pre-packaged enterprise systems integration; 6) conclusions; and 7) implications for practice and
NSC
12/1/19
to
12/31/19
$157,844.29
1/3/20
1/2/20
Compliant
have now become dominant within the past decade [1]. In tan- future research.
dem, the delivery model of enterprise systems is increasingly
evolving from two-partyThe
(vendor-customer)
configurations
to report, illustrated in Table 4, was added to
Daily Ongoing Comparison
(DOC)
2. Background of the research setting
loosely coupled networks [2], also referred to as software ecothe RPA dashboard as way to review the current ongoing deposits and examine any
systems [3].
The enterprise system vendor in the study is a major global
deviance from the prior month. Given the stable nature of deposits, the deviations
These ecosystems typically consist of a vendor, also referred player in the market for enterprise systems. The vendor foltodevelops
be small the
(+/-core
5%)offrom
previous
This dashboard
to as a keystone [4] or were
a hubexpected
[5], which
the thelowed
the month.
consolidation
of the shows
enterprise systems market
that
there
is
no
deviation
in
the
deposits
for
the
QWA
fund
from
last
month.
However,
enterprise system, and a number of partners, also referred to as in the early 2000’s [12] and acquired
a number of enterprise
a -6.12%
deviation
reported
for the NSC
fund,solutions
which isresulting
due to the
niche players [4], or spokes
[5], who
deliverwas
a range
of products
system
in aremaining
portfolio of systems primarily
depositsthe
prior
to the
15th,delivered
and was extracted
the live
dashboard
prior to enterprises
that date. (SMEs). The vendor
and services complementing
core
system
by the from
targeted
at small
and medium
vendor [6]. Among the services delivered by the players in an releases a new major version of its enterprise systems approx.
ecosystem is consultancy on the implementation of the enter- every 2-3 years, and so-called service packs with bug fixes and
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The DOC report allows a quick review of any deviations immediately to determine if
any have occurred due to errors, and allows the company to address any issues prior
to delays and penalties.
Table 4. Daily Ongoing Comparison Report

Withholding
Withholding
Deviation
(Previous)
(Current)
February 2020
March 2020
st
th
QWA Phillip
1 to 15
of month
<blank>
0% organisation which includes solvat the prise system
at the customer
Ph.d. stipendiat
Holst
Riis works <blank>
Center for Applied
Business
Den- ing problems,
NSCICT, Copenhagen
1st to 15th of
monthSchool,<blank>
<blank>
-6.12%and required knowledge, assistoffering related
mark. His research interests are the development and the ing with configuration, and deriving value from the enterprise
quality of Enterprise systems.
system package [7]. The implementation consultants performThe Annual Deposit Report (ADR), illustrated
in Table 5, is generated at the end of
ing these services are thus an important part of the ecosystem,
the year to compare federal withholdings for each deposit fund and compare to the
and previous research suggests that having competent impleprior year. The RPA solution triggers deviations
beyondconsultants
+/- 5% variation
to enable
a success factors for
mentation
is among
the critical
deeper examination of the reasons. Both funds
are
within
the
expected
deviation.
In
successful implementation of enterprise systems [8, 9].
fact, all funds in the portfolio showed deviations
below 0.25%
with
most deviations
Furthermore,
the
inter-linked
nature in
of ecosystems suggests
the
to 0.01%
range.
This paper presents
an0.00%
emerging
theory
of version transi- that the success of adoption of innovations in the ecosystems
tioning from an old to a new version of a pre-packaged en- is dependent on adoption of all actors in the ecosystem rather
terprise system among consultant companies in
a software
than adoption
Table
5. Annual Deposit
Report at any single actor [4]. Previous research has adecosystem. The emerging theory proposes the key catego- dressed multiple perspectives of enterprise software ecosys2017-2018and
Withholding
Withholding
Deviation for forming the partnerships
ries of Perceiving, Pushing,Fund
Implementing,
Increased2018-2019
tems, including
the motivation
QWA
<blank>
0.07%
experience as stages in the transition
process, and the cate-<blank>
[2], coupling and control
[5, 10], value creation [6], and comgories of Technology impact,NSC
Supplier
impact,
Customer
impetitive
advantage
[11;
Anonymous,
2011].
<blank>
<blank>
0.25%
pact, Strategy impact, and Market impact as key contextual
However, not much research has addressed the process of
categories impacting the transition process. The emerging adoption of new versions of enterprise systems packages reThe <blank>
entries
in Table 3process
and Tableleased
4 represent
numbers
intentionally
theory proposes an iterative
nature of
the transition
by theactual
vendor
into the
ecosystems, which precedes the
unreported
to
protect
the
organization
but
the
deviations
shown
are
accurate.
Thein customer organisain which each stage in the process is undergone multiple implementation of enterprise systems
audit
and
compliance
reports
are
necessary
and
an
ongoing
aspect
of
the
RPA
process
times by the consultant companies. The integration of the tions. Therefore, this paper investigates the transition to a new
emerging theory with
adoption
and diffusion
theoversion of a pre-packaged enterprise system in an ecosystem
toexisting
demonstrate
the improvements
due
to RPA.
ries provides an initial step towards a formal theory of ver- of a large software vendor for the purpose of uncovering the
sion transitioning in software ecosystems.
paths in the transition process from the perspective of the implementation consultants.
4.2
Reflection and Next Steps
The paper is structured as follows: 1) background presenta1. Introduction
the research
setting;
methodology
of the research;
Table 6 provides an overview of the state oftion
the of
process
before RPA
and 2)
after
RPA,
While early implementations
ofvision
enterprise
in the state
3) the
emerging
including the
for thesystems
future planned
of the
process.theory; 4) the emerging theory in the context
‘80s and ‘90s relied on development
by aofsoftware
vendor
to goal
of the
research;
5) elimination
discussion of
findings and theoretical
At the beginning
the project,
the end
appeared
to be
of the
human
fit the individual company, pre-packaged enterprise systems integration; 6) conclusions; and 7) implications for practice and
intervention at any point in the RPA process. In the first version of the future state,
have now become dominant within the past decade [1]. In tan- future research.
there was no approval step built into the workflow, i.e., the process bypassed any
dem, the delivery model of enterprise systems is increasingly
approval
steps and continued
into the payment
process through taskt. However, the
evolving from two-party
(vendor-customer)
configurations
to
2. Background
of the research
setting
inherent
fear
“What
if
there
was
an
error
in
the
amount/date/deposit
account?”
forced
loosely coupled networks [2], also referred to as software ecoa
rather
“sudden”
executive
step
in
the
RPA
process.
Several
other
well-intentioned
systems [3].
The enterprise system vendor in the study is a major global
arguments
were of
presented
asalso
to why
the process
should
notmarket
be fullyfor
automated,
and
it
These ecosystems typically
consist
a vendor,
referred
player
in the
enterprise
systems.
The vendor folto as a keystone [4] orbecame
a hub [5],
which develops
core of
the lowed
thewould
consolidation
of designed
the enterprise
systems market
apparent
that one the
or more
intermediate
steps
need to be
in
enterprise system, andorder
a number
of partners,
referred
as solution.
in the early 2000’s [12] and acquired a number of enterprise
to obtain
executivealso
by-in
for thetoRPA
niche players [4], or spokes [5], who deliver a range of products system solutions resulting in a portfolio of systems primarily
and services complementing the core system delivered by the targeted at small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The vendor
vendor [6]. Among the services delivered by the players in an releases a new major version of its enterprise systems approx.
ecosystem is consultancy on the implementation of the enter- every 2-3 years, and so-called service packs with bug fixes and
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The rollout of the RPA solution included various phases as time went by and as the
solution became more accepted.
• The CFO approval was built into the system which operated for 8 months without
any flaw. This raised confidence in the accuracy and efficiency of the new process
and approvals became routine and non-burdensome.
• The second phase of the approval process is currently in place where an approval
email is sent to the CFO with a notification that an automated approval will take
Philip Holst Riis
place in 4 hours unless the process is deferred for any reason. There has not been a
single instance of deferrals after 4 months of operation.
at the prise
system
at the customer
organisation
Ph.d. •stipendiat
Holst
Riis
Currently,Phillip
the final
stage
of works
programming
is being
completed,
where the
CFO ap- which includes solvCenter for Applied
Business School,
Den- and
ing problems,
offeringofrelated
and required
proval ICT,
stepCopenhagen
will be removed
completely,
any review/audit
the deposits
will knowledge, assistmark. His research interests are the development and the ing with configuration, and deriving value from the enterprise
be through the various dashboards designed for the process.
quality of Enterprise systems.

system package [7]. The implementation consultants performing these services are thus an important part of the ecosystem,
Table 6. Pre-RPA and Post-RPA States
and previous research suggests that having competent implementation consultants
Process step
Pre-RPA
Post-RPA is among the critical success factors for
successful
implementation
Trigger
Based on date when pension checks were Script detectionofofenterprise
updates systems [8, 9].
Furthermore, the inter-linked nature of ecosystems suggests
written, using a calendar in Excel format in SQL database of pension
This paper presents an emerging theory of version transi- that the success of adoption of innovations in the ecosystems
given to an individual at the beginning of checks
tioning from an old to a new version of a pre-packaged en- is dependent on adoption of all actors in the ecosystem rather
the year in a software than adoption at any single actor [4]. Previous research has adterprise system among consultant companies
Retrieve
Data
Manually
retrieve
SQL report
of total
Automatic
ecosystem. The emerging theory proposes
the key
categodressed
multiple
perspectives of enterprise software ecosyspensionand
amount
and federaltems,
withholding
ries of Perceiving, Pushing, Implementing,
Increased
including the motivation for forming the partnerships
Report process,
None and the cate- [2], coupling and
Automated
with
experience as stages inAnalyze
the transition
control [5,
10],scripts
value creation [6], and comgories of Technology impact, Supplier impact, Customer im- petitive advantage
2011].
based [11;
on Anonymous,
lookback period
pact, Strategy impact, and Market impact as key contextual
However, not
research
andmuch
rules of
IRS Pub.has
15 addressed the process of
categories impacting the
versions of enterprise systems packages reCFOtransition
Approval process.
None The emerging adoption of new
Immediate
theory proposes an iterative nature of the transition process leased by the vendor into the ecosystems, which precedes the
Federal Payments Completed manually using the web ver- RPA-driven
immediate
in which each stage in the process is undergone multiple implementation of enterprise systems in customer organisasion
of
EFTPS,
possibly
several
days
after
CFO
approval
(typical the transition to a new
times by the consultant companies. The integration of the tions. Therefore, this paper investigates
later
cycle
time
is
20
minutes)
emerging theory with existing adoption and diffusion theo- version of a pre-packaged enterprise system in an ecosystem
No
Immediate
at the
the
ries provides an initial Date/Amounts
step towards a formal
theory of ver- of a large software
vendor
forend
theofpurpose
of uncovering the
synchronized
payment
process
sion transitioning in software ecosystems.
paths in the transition process from the perspective of the imwith IRS
plementation consultants.
The paper isOngoing
structured
as follows:
1) background presentaDaily dashboard None
and real
time
1. Introduction
tion of the research setting; 2) methodology of the research;
and review
While early implementations
enterprise
theory; in
4) taskt
the emerging theory in the context
Quarterly of
review
None systems in the 3) the emerging
Automated
‘80s and ‘90s relied on development
by a software vendor to of the research; 5) discussion of the findings and theoretical
for missed payfit the individual company, pre-packaged enterprise systems integration; 6) conclusions; and 7) implications for practice and
ments or errors
have now become dominant within the past decade [1]. In tan- future research.
Annual, end-of- None
Automated through ADR
dem, the delivery model of enterprise systems is increasingly
the-year
analysis
evolving from two-party (vendor-customer) configurations to
2. BackgroundAutomated
of the research
Detecting
Manual
time ecopermitted
by setting
running
loosely coupled networks
[2], alsomissed
referred
to as when
software
payments
scripts
to
review
7 study is a major global
systems [3].
The enterprise system vendor past
in the
days
and
compare
against
These ecosystems typically consist of a vendor, also referred player in the market for enterprise systems. The vendor folto as a keystone [4] or a hub [5], which develops the core of the lowed the consolidation
systems market
deposits, and ofseetheif enterprise
any
enterprise system, and a number of partners, also referred to as in the early 2000’s
[12]were
andmissed
acquired a number of enterprise
payments
niche players [4], or spokes
[5],
who deliver
a range of products system solutions
a portfolio of systems primarily
Audit
capability
None
Builtresulting
into thein automated
and services complementing the core system delivered by the targeted at small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The vendor
vendor [6]. Among the services delivered by the players in an releases a new major version of its enterprise systems approx.
ecosystem is consultancy on the implementation of the enter- every 2-3 years, and so-called service packs with bug fixes and
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system

The evolving nature of the decision-making process was an interesting exercise in
executive confidence, which resulted in a changed RPA process and the acceptance of
intermediate solutions that enabled buy-in for the RPA solution. In hindsight, it has
now also pushed executives into an examination of other areas of the organization
Philip Holst Riis where similar solutions might be built.
Ph.d. 4.3
stipendiat
PhillipChallenges
Holst Riis works at the
Technical

prise system at the customer organisation which includes solving problems, offering related and required knowledge, assistingwas
with
value from the enterprise
tool
theconfiguration,
availability a and
free deriving
and easy-tosystem
package
[7].
The
implementation
use highly-scalable capability. The taskt command set includes several advanced fea- consultants performthese services
are thus
anrecognition,
important part of the ecosystem,
tures such as custom codes, optical charactering
recognition
(OCR),
image
and previous research suggests that having competent impleand screen recorders, all of which can be built into scripts in repeatable mode. The
mentation consultants is among the critical success factors for
tool also works directly with Microsoft Excel
worksheets.
However, as of
implementasuccessful
implementation
enterprise systems [8, 9].
tion progresses, we discovered that fitting the solution
to
the
business
process
steps of
is ecosystems suggests
Furthermore, the inter-linked nature
not
are nottransibasic business
user
tools or
butinnovations
require
This paper presents
an“plug-and-play.”
emerging theoryThese
of version
that the
success
of interfaces,
adoption of
in the ecosystems
advanced
programming
skills to implement.
failure conditions
need
to actors
be mantioning from an old to
a new version
of a pre-packaged
en- isThe
dependent
on adoption
of all
in the ecosystem rather
aged
and most browser
conditions
require specific
tweaks. at any single actor [4]. Previous research has adterprise system among
consultant
companies
in a software
than adoption
ecosystem. The emerging
theory
proposes
the keyto
categodressed
multiple
perspectives
of enterprise
software ecosysSeveral
challenges
unrelated
the underlying
business
processes
but specific
to
ries of Perceiving, Pushing,
tems,ofincluding
the motivation
formade
forming the partnerships
the RPA Implementing,
implementation and
facedIncreased
include: a) lack
proper documentation
that
experience as stagesstartup
in the transition
process, when
and the
cate- third
[2], coupling
and control
[5, as
10],ipswitch
value creation [6], and comhard, b) problems
accessing
party applications
such
gories of Technology[27],
impact,
Supplier
impact,
Customer
impetitive
advantage
[11;
Anonymous,
2011].
c) difficulties in managing dependent functions for scenarios, d) lack of techpact, Strategy impact, and Market impact as key contextual
However, not much research has addressed the process of
nical features such as browser automation or multiple windows management that
categories impacting the transition process. The emerging adoption of new versions of enterprise systems packages rerequire precise cursor control in the standard feature set of RPA packages, e) additheory proposes an iterative nature of the transition process leased by the vendor into the ecosystems, which precedes the
required
to overcomemultiple
default timeout
settings suchofasenterprise
60 secondssystems
on Sele-in customer organisain which each stagetional
in thebots
process
is undergone
implementation
nium
[28]
when
dealing
with
slow-loading
web
sites,
f)
incompatible
features
be-the transition to a new
times by the consultant companies. The integration of the tions. Therefore, this paper investigates
tween
the RPA
tool and
browser
elements
suchof
asaxpath
[29], and g)
automation
emerging theory with
existing
adoption
andother
diffusion
theoversion
pre-packaged
enterprise
system in an ecosystem
steps
that
may require
special
handling
as in cases
relating
to webvendor
sites orfor
downloaded
ries provides an initial
step
towards
a formal
theory
of verof a large
software
the purpose of uncovering the
sion transitioning in software
ecosystems.
pathsfor
in the
theuse
transition
files. These
are not necessarily “show-stoppers”
of tasktprocess
or any from
RPA the
toolperspective of the implementation
but are described here to alert readers to similar
issues thatconsultants.
are likely to emerge with
Theskills
papertoismanage.
structured
follows:
1) background presentaany tools that require support and programming
Forasthe
technical
1. Introduction
tion
of
the
research
setting;
2)
methodology
of the research;
team at XYZ Company, these represented learning opportunities to develop and hone
While early implementations
of
enterprise
systems
in
the
3)
the
emerging
theory;
4)
the
emerging
theory
in the context
a skill set which can be used in other RPA projects of similar scope and function.
‘80s and ‘90s relied on development by a software vendor to of the research; 5) discussion of the findings and theoretical
fit the individual company, pre-packaged enterprise systems integration; 6) conclusions; and 7) implications for practice and
have now become dominant
within the
past decade [1]. In tan- future research.
4.4
Lessons
Learned
dem, the delivery model of enterprise systems is increasingly
evolving from two-party
configurations
The (vendor-customer)
implementation project
using taskttohad 2.many
lessons for
the research
development
team
Background
of the
setting
loosely coupled networks
[2],
also
referred
to
as
software
eco-to highlight:
and the XYZ Company which are useful
systems [3].
Thebot
enterprise
system
in the study is a major global
• While any repetitive process is a candidate for
applications,
not vendor
every repetitive
These ecosystems typically
consist
of
a
vendor,
also
referred
player
in
the
market
for
enterprise
systems. The vendor folprocess is a “good candidate.” It became apparent to the team that the bots could
to as a keystone [4] or a hub [5], which develops the core of the lowed the consolidation of the enterprise systems market
provide advantages in any repetitive tasks, they would be more useful in complex
enterprise system, and a number of partners, also referred to as in the early 2000’s [12] and acquired a number of enterprise
tasks
had thea range
characteristics
of: repetitiveness,
decision
bifurcation
(such as of systems primarily
niche players [4], or spokes
[5],which
who deliver
of products
system solutions
resulting
in a portfolio
either-or
decision
branches),
and
required
multiple
technologies
such
as
server (SMEs). The vendor
and services complementing the core system delivered by the targeted at small and medium enterprises
vendor [6]. Among the services delivered by the players in an releases a new major version of its enterprise systems approx.
ecosystem is consultancy on the implementation of the enter- every 2-3 years, and so-called service packs with bug fixes and
Center for Applied ICT, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark. His research interests are the development and the
The attractiveness of an open-source RPA
quality of Enterprise systems.
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scripts; manual tasks; and textual processing. Bots can potentially provide one single point of control which provides process efficiency.
• The first iteration of the bots is likely to identify process gaps even if the process
analysis is done well. Bots in the current process quickly identified gaps where the
process team had failed to take exceptions into account – for example, a new fund
added to the portfolio which has not been previously associated with a payment
mechanism, or, if a payment is retrieved twice. Each of the exceptions was often
Philip Holst Riis
identified through bot failures during prototyping and led to useful conversations
such as “Why would a duplicate payment even take place in the financial system?”
at the prise
system
at the
customer
organisation
Ph.d. •stipendiat
Phillip
Holstways
Riisofworks
Bots possess
flexible
incorporating
tools
such as
scripts,
keyboarding
utili- which includes solvCenter for Applied
ICT, as
Copenhagen
Den- ing
problems,
offering
related rules.
and required
ties such
auto key,Business
secureSchool,
transmission
such
as SFTP,
and decision
This knowledge, assistmark. His research interests are the development and the ing with configuration, and deriving value from the enterprise
flexibility was unexpected – actually, at certain points in the project, the team alquality of Enterprise systems.
packageASP.NET
[7]. The implementation
most gave up and considered resortingsystem
to traditional
programming consultants performing these services are thus an important part of the ecosystem,
which would be able to provide an 80-20 solution.
and previous research suggests that having competent imple• More bots will likely be needed than initially
planned.
While the
very first
mentation
consultants
is among
the cost
critical success factors for
estimate was built on two bots (Why would
we
use
more
than
one?
This
question
successful implementation of enterprise systems [8, 9].
was often asked in team discussions), they ended
up usingthe
10 inter-linked
unattended bots
with
Furthermore,
nature
of ecosystems suggests
two
more planned
care of
exceptions
came of
upadoption
in later stages
of the
This paper presents an
emerging
theorytooftake
version
transithat which
the success
of innovations
in the ecosystems
tioning from an old to aproject.
new version of a pre-packaged en- is dependent on adoption of all actors in the ecosystem rather
terprise system among
consultant
companies
in a software
than adoption
any single actor
[4]. Previous
research has ad• Bot
refinement
is an ongoing
task. The project
was firstatimplemented
on Feb.
15,
ecosystem. The emerging
theory
proposes
the
categodressed
multiple
enterprise
software ecosys2019.
In three
months,
thekey
team
had noticed
various
ways perspectives
to streamlineofbot
prories of Perceiving, Pushing,
Implementing,
and Increased
tems,more
including
the
for forming the partnerships
gramming,
process programming,
and provide
benefits
to motivation
business users.

experience as stages in the transition process, and the cate- [2], coupling and control [5, 10], value creation [6], and comgories of Technology impact, Supplier impact, Customer im- petitive advantage [11; Anonymous, 2011].
pact, Strategy impact,
impact as
key contextual
However, not much research has addressed the process of
4.5and Market
Design Science
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categories impacting the transition process. The emerging adoption of new versions of enterprise systems packages reWhile the
case study
anprocess
implementation
of vendor
a particular
toolset to which precedes the
theory proposes an iterative
nature
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transition
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into RPA
the ecosystems,
in which each stagesolve
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undergone
implementation
enterprise
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what
couldishave
become amultiple
“business-stopping”
problemof(i.e.,
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penal-in customer organisatimes by the consultant
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The
integration
of the
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Therefore,
investigates
ties by
IRS would
have
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only in
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loss this
but paper
also customers
andthe transition to a new
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adoption
and
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of
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pre-packaged
enterprise
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a
formal
theory
of
verof
a
large
software
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for
the
purpose
principles. A recent addition to the field of information systems is design science of uncovering the
sion transitioning in software ecosystems.
paths in the transition process from the perspective of the imresearch (DSR) [30][31] which specifies frameworks for identifying, conceiving,
plementation consultants.
realizing, evaluating, and communicating the solution.
The retrospective evaluation of
The paper is structured as follows: 1) background presentathe
case
study
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design
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research
methods
[31].
1. Introduction
tion of the research
setting; 2) methodology of the research;
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approach:
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solution
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Background
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enterprise system vendor in the study is a major global
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time
consuming
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for other
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• Objectives of the solution: The objective was to develop an automated solution
which enables the organization to meet its goals of 100% compliance with the IRS
rules and use that capability as competitive advantage in the industry. The major
challenge included the lack of process maps, identification of rules, and automation
tools that could enable a potential solution. The expected outcome was a fully automated solution which could remove the burden of data extraction, analysis, reporting, and audit from any one individual with the long term goal of improving
Philip Holst Riis
the financial health of the organization.
• Design and development: The artifact is the RPA-driven system which supports
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Conclusion
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to as solution
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experience
of implementing
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of products
system solutions
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effective
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RPA
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consuming, and repetitive processes. For XYZ Company, the RPA implementation
was not only cost-effective but also proved to be the perfect solution to address the
problem it faced. The implementation also shows ways in which processes for RPA
can be identified, bots can be configured for semi-automation, and bots can be deployed for effectively solving problems in business processes.
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Marketing & Sales [4]

A mobile network operator with 260 million subscribers used RPA for targeted advertising
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